
While the meet will be live streamed for off site viewing, there will be no spectators allowed 
inside. We have reserved some volunteer spots that are available to other clubs traveling here 
to attend state.  This would be an opportunity to be able to watch your child swim.  
These positions are open to adults only, no siblings or friends.  
 
We have gone back and forth on the most equitable way to divide these out and have landed on 
what we think is a fair solution. If you are  interested in volunteering  send your  name, phone 
number and session and day you  are interested into : Nicole Olson at nmolson@gmail.com.  If 
you  have any physical limitations that prevent you from doing specific jobs you  should list that 
as well and we will try to accomodate.   We will be distributing jobs based on the number of 
swimmers registered to swim per team.  We will assign each volunteer only one  session, unless 
we are short on sign ups then we can add additional sessions if they are available.   This will be 
a first come first serve scenario and there will not be jobs available to everyone.  Every job 
including ready room volunteers will have some access to watching their child/ children swim.  If 
a parent does not get assigned a job they can ask to be put on a reserve/ waiting list in the 
event someone is unable to attend or we find ourselves needing additional volunteers.  
 
 This is only for parents/ guardians to sign up.  We will not be allowing siblings of swimmers to 
volunteer.  
The  deadline for sign ups is February 20th, so we can assess any areas we may still be in need 
of volunteers.  
 
For the parents of younger swimmers, we will have several volunteers in charge of organizing 
these swimmers.  Some on deck and others in the gym when it is being utilized on Saturday and 
Sunday.  We intend to make every effort that these swimmers do not miss their events.  It would 
be helpful if their event/ heat information is written on their arm for easy reference.  
 
In addition, we are in need of 1-2 parent gym ready room volunteers  per team depending on 
the size of the team. If the session will have >20 swimmers from your team we ask that you 
send  1 parent per 20 children.  These parents will be allowed to alternate or leave the gym 
briefly while their swimmer is swimming.  The job of this person is to help our pool ready room 
volunteer find the kids from their team in a timely manner since they will better know names and 
faces.  In addition,  they will be responsible for making sure the swimmers are keeping their 
masks on at all times when in the gym/ pool space unless swimming or eating/ drinking and that 
they are generally respecting the facility.  
 
All jobs require the individual / volunteer to wear a mask at all times. If you are unable to wear 
a mask for your entire shift we ask that you do not volunteer. Volunteers in violation of the mask 
policy will be asked to leave and we will call a back up volunteer from our wait list.  
 
If you are not comfortable enforcing social distancing or masks on swimmers we ask that you do 
not sign up for a position.  
 



There will be a check in at the front desk each session where the volunteer will receive a "name 
tag" indicating they are volunteering for a specific session. Only people with name tags for that 
session will be allowed in the facility.  
 
We are asking coaches to send a list of their chaperones when available to us before February 
25th.  
 
Summary:  
Parents interested in volunteering, please email your name, phone number, interested day and 
session to nmolson@gmail.com by February 20th.  She will respond with the job assignment if 
one is available.  
 
Coaches please email a list of gym ready room volunteers  to me at janemitt@gmail.com by 
February 24th.  
 
 
 


